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Future of Speech and Audio in the Interface
A CHI’94 Workshop
Barry Arons and Elizabeth Mynatt

Speech and audio are rapidly becoming integrated into our daily computing environments. While
the traditional “terminal beep” still exists, it is being supplemented with a variety of other speech
and non-speech sounds, as well as speech input to control applications and user interfaces. This
workshop explored current and future applications, research areas, and interaction techniques that
use audio in the user interface. The emphasis of the meeting was on a user interface, or “CHI
perspective”, of using speech and sound in interactive contexts where the audio channel can be
exploited for the user’s benefit.

The workshop was in many ways a follow-on to the half-day “Sound-Related Computation”
workshop held at ACM Multimedia 93 (organized by Carla Scaletti, the founder of the ACM
SIGSound e-mail forum). The CHI 94 workshop brought together members and ideas from the
CHI community to further define the emerging area of sound in user interfaces and applications.
There was much interest in the workshop and we were forced to limit the number of attendees,
and permit only one participant on multi-authored papers.
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Barry Arons Speech Interaction Research
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Format

Based on the position papers submitted by workshop attendees, four primary research areas
emerged, and the workshop was organized around these themes:
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• Non-speech audio interfaces
• Speech interfaces
• Combined speech and non-speech audio interfaces
• Spatial displays, virtual and collaborative environments, etc.

Two participants were selected from each of these areas to briefly present their work to stimulate
conversation. To maximize interactive discussions and information interchange these
presentations were strictly limited to ten minutes (only 80 minutes of prepared presentations
during the one and a half days of the workshop). To encourage active participation, attendees
were split into two groups for most of the discussions. An attempt was made to balance the
groups based on backgrounds, interests and experience, and to distribute the presenters. Halfway
through the first day, the groups were shuffled to allow the participants to spend time with as
many new people as possible. On the second day of the workshop, the discussion groups were
self organizing.

1. Non-Speech Audio Interfaces

Bill Gaver spoke on “The Time is Now Because the Periphery is Central” in which he proposed
that focusing on issues of ambient audio and peripheral awareness are critical to future user
interfaces and applications. Gaver summarized much previous work (e.g., Gaver 89, Gaver 93) to
show how providing non-speech cues was important for supporting direct interaction in
interactive interfaces. He pointed to “peripheral computing” where a primary goal of the interface
is to provide peripheral awareness of people and events. He suggested that audio designers focus
on applications such as virtual augmented reality, “bungee-jumping on the web”, and remote
communication as domains which leverage the strengths of audio interfaces.

Craig McQueen presented “Sound as a Continuous Background Mechanism for Guiding
Behavior” a sonification technique (see Kramer 94) to provide feedback when using pen input if
the visual channel is overloaded or not available. Several mappings from location to sound were
tried (e.g., mapping x-y position to pitch-loudness or to pitch-timbre). McQueen shared the results
from testing his technique (called “AudioStrokes”) with the manipulation of pie menus. He
discussed possible applications of his work, including teaching handwriting skills of handheld
computers.

We discussed a variety of issues relating to the use of non-speech audio in human-computer
interfaces.

One frustration was that although we now know a variety of techniques (sonification, earcons,
auditory icons) to create auditory interfaces, it is still difficult to design good sounds. A common
complaint is that sounds in computer interfaces are annoying (see Berglund 94) and distracting.
We discussed strategies for making auditory cues less urgent, such as playing slowly changing
sounds at low volumes, as well as general techniques for controlling the aesthetics of auditory
interfaces.

A more central concern was how to effectively convey information with non-speech auditory
cues. Sounds can be interpreted at several levels. For example footsteps or door knocks can be
used as auditory icons in a variety of ways. Yet there can be a deeper more expressive level to
sounds as well; different footsteps or knocks can subtly indicate size, importance, and a host of
other feelings. Current user interfaces have not yet addressed this deeper expressive level in their
use of sounds. Perhaps this is partly attributable to the fact that people that create this kind of
sounds for movies are called Foley “artists” not “scientists” or “engineers”. Current audio
interfaces are just beginning to get basic ideas conveyed through sound, and have not yet
addressed the harder issues of expressiveness or emotion.

The culture of television and the movies have partially defined the sounds that we know and
recognize. One common piece of advice was to involve sound designers or musicians in the
design process (see Kaye 92), just as one would consult with graphical designers when creating a
new screen-based interface. Audio designers from various domains (film, video games, music) all
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have design knowledge which may be applicable to auditory interface design. Understanding the
contributions and limitations of these design domains is important, albeit difficult, due to the
different vocabularies and overall design goals in each domain.

2. Speech Interfaces

Steve Whittaker spoke about rethinking the how and why of audio applications and the use of
“speech as data”. Conversational speech is pervasive and critical in the workplace, but we don’t
currently capture it in our computers. Whittaker discuss the importance of recording, accessing
and manipulating recorded speech data even without the power of full speech recognition.
Filochat (Whittaker 94) provides user centered indexing for random access to conversations by
co-indexing digital notes and a speech recording.

William Creager presented “Simulated Conversations: Speech as an Educational Tool” on the use
of speech and audio in multimedia educational contexts. He noted that the CD authoring process
was relatively expensive, and that the content must therefore be dead or unchanging—that is why
there are so many educational CDs on dinosaurs. He showed portions of an educational CD that
contained a variety of spoken interviews. He discussed the attractiveness of speech interfaces for
creating a “mental dialogue” between the student and the education material being presented.
Creager argued that both the pace and story-telling flow of the speech are more engaging than the
stereotypical visual presentations in educational software.

Is it possible to do “audio highlighting” of natural or synthetic speech? It may be feasible to use
background sounds merged with the speech or some form of audio enhancement (e.g., MIDI
“vocal harmonizers” or “aural enhancers”, see Cohen 91), although changing the pitch and timing
of speech may conflict with prosodic cues already used for emphasis and other natural meanings.
This conflict is analogous to using bold or italics in text for emphasis, then overloading the these
features to indicate links in a hypertext system.

Participants voiced concern over issues of privacy and the social implications of recording
conversations such as in Filochat. Some people thought that only those people that participated in
a conversation should be able to access the recorded speech information. There was also concern
that using a Filochat-like system may change the way people take notes at meetings, thus
detracting from the inherent naturalness of the note taking task.

It was felt that we need better tools and techniques to navigate, index, and find structure in
recordings. Along with pen (Whittaker 94) and graphical (Hindus 93) access to recordings, there
is a strong desire to be able to quickly browse or skim the recorded material (see Arons 93a,
Arons 94).

3. Combined Speech and Non-Speech Audio Interfaces

Lisa Stifelman presented “Conversation Interfaces Integrating Speech and Sound”. She reviewed
VoiceNotes, a speech interface for categorizing and accessing small segments of digitized speech
that provides both speech and non-speech audio feedback (Stifelman 93). She also described
“Conversational VoiceNotes”, a system that uses continuous speech recognition input to enable
new ways of navigating, organizing, and accessing notes. The system uses a context free grammar
to specify speech and non-speech audio feedback to the user, and incorporates techniques to allow
the user to repair speech recognition errors (such as through editing expressions, e.g., “No I
said...”). In subsequent discussions Stifelman recommended a variety of work in the area of
correcting spoken utterances, including self repair and the use of editing expressions (Levelt 83,
Levelt 91, Cutler 83, Shriberg 92).

Nicole Yankelovich presented “SpeechActs and the Design of Speech Interfaces”, a framework
for creating speech applications with a set of tools for building speech user interfaces
(Yankelovich 94). Audio tapes of the system were played, including some amusing examples of
speech recognition errors, and problems reading e-mail with a text-to-speech synthesizer.
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When is it best, or most appropriate, to use a speech-based system? Speech is best when detailed
textual information needs to be transmitted. Speech, however, is often difficult to use in public or
social environments (see Schmandt 94). When is it best, or most appropriate, to use a non-speech
audio system? Non-speech audio is best when something needs to be transmitted with speed or
urgency, or for the continuous monitoring of background information (Cohen 92a). Also note that
some people prefer speech feedback and some people prefer non-speech feedback.

Some participants felt that users need to be able to speak to computers in the same way that they
speak to people, keeping in mind that we speak differently to different people. A design principle
to keep in mind is that a conversational system should not use any output words that cannot
subsequently be spoken by the user for input.

There are often conflicting requirements in designing speech systems in an attempt to reduce
speech recognition errors. In some instances it is best to get the user to speak as little as possible
to reduce errors, yet some systems work best with long utterances.

The ability to interactively correct, or repair, speech recognition errors is important. For example,
if a user speaks “Schedule a meeting with Barry on Tuesday”, but the speech recognition system
gets “Thursday”, it is better for the user to be able to say something like “No, I said Tuesday”
than to be required to repeat the whole utterance (see Schmandt 86, Schmandt 94). It is often best
for a system to assume that the recognition was correct, and provide enough feedback so that the
user can fix anything that is broken.

Designers should consider integrating training into applications, to both train the speech
recognition system as well as the user on what is permissible to say, and to allow the user time to
get comfortable with the system. Consider changing or shortening system feedback over time; as
a user gets accustomed to a system, it may be desirable to provide different levels of speech or
auditory feedback (Stifelman 93).

4. Spatial Displays, Virtual and Collaborative Environments, etc.

David Burgess presented a variety of “Open Issues in Spatial Audio”. Topics included: cost
considerations (it should be possible to compute 3-D audio on a $10 digital signal processing
chip, see Burgess 92), intellectual property issues (there are only a few good “Head Related
Transfer Function” models, HRTFs, see Wenzel 92, and they are guarded closely), modeling of
the environment is needed (Astheimer 93, Pompetzki 94) to get auditory images to appear outside
the head (Durlach 92), the burden of wearing headphones, and the overall effectiveness of spatial
audio systems is not well understood.

Stephanie Everett spoke on using speech recognition and natural language understanding in
human-computer interfaces with an emphasis on virtual environments (Wauchope 94). A natural
language interface was added to an existing graphical interface to a naval command and control
system. This multimodal interface allows both database queries and imperatives to be specified
through speech or text. The system has a focus stack (Grosz 86) and supports anaphora
(pronouns) and ellipsis (sentence fragments). Note that in such a system speech and graphics can
compensate for one another (Cohen 92b).

Are HRTFs really needed, and is it possible to synthesize a spatial audio environment with
loudspeakers? It may be possible to go pretty far without requiring a full spatial audio system, for
example, simple left-to-right panning may be sufficient in some applications. For video
conferencing, the addition of strong visual cues help in localizing sounds (Cohen 91, Cohen 93,
Sellen 92a, Sellen 92b). Besides spatial location, consider using other auditory streaming
principles (Bregman 90) to encode audio that is presented to a user.

Using speech in combination with immersive virtual environments that use goggles or a boom-
mounted display makes sense since it is easy to use microphones and headphones in conjunction
with the visual display hardware.
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Group Discussion: Future Research in Speech-Related Interfaces

We discussed the idea of general purpose speech recognizers versus special purpose recognizers
(see also Roe 93 on the future of speech recognition). One area of work is in hybrid speech
recognizers that combine the features of a large vocabulary, speaker independent, continuous
speech recognition system with the ability to add new vocabulary items on-the-fly as is often
found in speaker dependant, isolated word system. This could, for example, be accomplished by
using multiple speech recognizers, or modifying the underlying recognition software.

Tools and toolkits are needed to assist developers. For example, in continuous speech recognition
systems, there should be standard tools for implementing commonly used subgrammars such as
plug in modules for recognizing dates, times, and numbers. Recognizers should work
cooperatively with applications rather than as a black box that spits out a sentence. An application
may have semantic knowledge that could aid in the recognition process, but this may be difficult
to embed into a grammar.

Common software interfaces are needed for both recognition and text-to-speech systems. Speech
synthesis needs improvements in naturalness, prosody, and emotion. Text-to-speech systems need
software “hooks” so that it is easy to add new rules for preprocessing (e.g., for speaking acronyms
or e-mail addresses).

Group Discussion: Future Research in Non-Speech Audio Interfaces

One topic of discussion that surfaced multiple times during the workshop was how to design
integrated auditory interfaces. Although we are now versed in a number of techniques for
conveying information with non-speech auditory cues, our knowledge of how to incorporate these
techniques with other concepts common in user interfaces is limited. One obvious goal is to deftly
combine speech and non-speech audio to create powerful audio-only interfaces. But we first must
understand when to use which type of output and, potentially more difficult, how to effectively
overlay the techniques.

Another related area of interest was how to compare and integrate auditory and graphical
interfaces. One goal expressed by workshop participants was to create a hear-and-feel standard
much like the look-and-feel standards for graphical interfaces. This line of research is being
addressed in multiple ways. First, research in transforming graphical interfaces into auditory
interfaces (Mynatt 94a) is examining how the constructs in graphical interfaces can be conveyed
through non-speech auditory cues. Second, the lack of design guidelines that are common for the
creation of graphical interfaces has plagued interface designers who want to effectively build on
previous research in auditory interfaces. Mynatt (Mynatt 94b) is exploring a design methodology
for the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of auditory icons. This methodology aims to aid the
interface designer in selecting auditory cues to convey actions and objects in interactive
interfaces.

Only the simplest auditory interface contains just one sound. Any reasonably complex interface
will include multiple sounds, potentially presented concurrently. Yet, most research has focused
on working with sounds on a one-at-a-time basis. Working with multiple sounds requires
designing auditory spaces. This design must be addressed at multiple conceptual levels. At the
lowest level, designers wishing to present concurrent sounds must address problems with
masking. Although masking has been a common term in psychoacoustic literature, it has not be
sufficiently evaluated for multiple complex sounds. The aesthetics of working with multiple
sounds requires the designer to avoid cacophony in the resulting interface. At the highest level,
the expressive power of sounds must be taken into account. The auditory space can lend itself to
multiple interpretations as users conceptually chain sounds together in novel and unanticipated
ways (Cohen 94).

A common complaint was the limitations of current technology to support the creation of
interesting non-speech auditory interfaces. Although audio hardware is now becoming
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commonplace on desktop computers, the infrastructure to design and evaluate auditory interfaces
is still lacking. Two specific areas of research were discussed. First, the difficulty of working with
sampled sounds has led Gaver (Gaver 94) to develop algorithms for synthesizing auditory icons.
The potential design flexibility these algorithms may offer is clear. Second, the requirement for a
full featured audio server was ubiquitous. These servers need to gracefully work with multiple
sounds at many levels such as mixing, sample rate conversion, priority scheduling and associating
sounds to various events.

Given that the field of auditory interface design is still quite small compared to related fields such
as graphical interface design, visualization and virtual reality, a pressing concern was the need to
identify the tasks that would benefit the most from non-speech auditory interfaces. As discussed
earlier, Gaver argued for focusing on tasks which require users to monitor their peripheral
surroundings. On-going research is also addressing such tasks as monitoring complex systems,
supporting computer access for the visually impaired (Mynatt 94c), reading maps (Blattner 94),
and debugging parallel programs (Jackson 94). The overall goal of this work is to mimic the ways
that we constantly use sound in our natural environments to tell us about the things that we cannot
see.

Informal Activities

During breaks several participants informally showed some of their work. David Thiel showed a
video tape of a conversational agent “Peedy the Parrot” that recognized continuous speech and
played back recorded segments of speech. This system was shown live during one of the CHI 94
Demonstration sessions (Ball 94). Barry Arons showed video tapes of the Conversational Desktop
(Schmandt 86, Schmandt 87) and Hyperspeech (Arons 91, Arons 93b), and gave a live
demonstration of SpeechSkimmer (Arons 93a, Arons 94).

Future Plans

We have compiled an on-line list of resources (journals, conferences, mailing lists, etc.) for
people working in, or joining, this field. We plan to make this information available on many sites
on the World Wide Web, including the home page for research in auditory interfaces located in
the Graphics, Visualization and Usability Center at Georgia Tech
(http://www.gatech.edu/gvu/gvutop.html).

We discussed having a follow-on workshop at a future CHI, or perhaps a focused multi-day mini-
conference. We are also investigating future publications based on the workshop or follow-on
activities.

Conclusions

The workshop was an interesting and intense two days. It is difficult to capture the flavor and
content of the workshop in just a few pages. This document has attempted to present only major
points made during the workshop, and hence probably does not it justice. We have attempted to
cite all the literature referenced during the workshop.

We succeeded in bringing together a variety of people that are researching, or using speech and
audio in their work. For some of the participants, some of the discussions were reviews of old and
familiar material, while for others it was a whole new world of thinking about speaking and
listening rather than looking.

While we attempted to focus the discussions on user interface related issues many times we found
ourselves asking questions like “how did you do that”, “where can I buy one of those”, or
“doesn’t somebody have software that will do this for me”. As Catherine Wolf noted in a post-
workshop conversation: We are currently stymied by technical problems, we (the workshop
participants and the entire community) think that we can address deep and important user
interface issues if we can get over the current hardware and software problems. In many ways the
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speech and audio user interface community is where the graphics community was ten or twenty
years ago. The tools and techniques for using speech and audio in the user interface are just
beginning to become available, and the insights, experience, and lore of audio interfaces are not
widely known.
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